
Growing to your needs with
unlimited scalability

Powering simplicity with a
single pane of glass

Eradicating downtime with
redundant architecture

Protecting investments long
term with open technology

Guarding data with modern
cybersecurity protocols

Ensuring up-to-date protection
with proactive health
monitoring

You’ve invested in developing an irreplaceable workforce and valuable assets. Shouldn’t you
also invest in a simple, redundant, secure solution to protect that investment? The YourSixOS
pure cloud platform scales to your exact needs without ever compromising your ability to
watch over the business you’ve built.  
 
A safer warehouse is a more productive warehouse. Flexible monitoring and analytics across
multiple sites will provide you the opportunity to not just protect your assets and staff but
improve operations through visual intelligence as you develop the future of warehouse
operations.  
 

Warehouse
& Logistics
Solutions
From asset protection to workplace safety,
we've got your back. 

yoursix.com

Warehouse ACompany ABC



Resolve loading and unloading discrepancies with visual verification  
Detect and deter employee theft with proactive alerts 
Leverage visual analytics to improve quality control 
Optimize picking processes by visually monitoring patterns and routes  
Improve location accuracy to reduce labor and equipment costs 
Monitor loading processes to maximize dock-door scheduling
Lower injury incident rates with video-triggered alerts and audio talk down 
Limit access to designated areas to only authorized personnel 
Provide quick, post-incident analysis with visual analytics 

From the loading dock to the stacks and anywhere in between, tracking inventory through every step
of its journey gives you the knowledge to improve workflows, eliminate bottlenecks, and mitigate
delays.   
 

Leverage AI analytics to trigger smart speakers
and communicate to employees

Utilize AI analytics to see more, know more,
and be better equipped to respond

Y6OS enables Professional Monitoring to
ensure peace of mind

Securely manage all devices from
a single pane of glass

Verify identities with intelligent
triggers to secure all entrances & exits

Monitor & secure areas where
visual intelligence is unavailable

 

Fueling Innovation Through Open Technology
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